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Amesite Inc. (NASDAQ: AMST) Rides
Tsunami of SaaS and E-Learning Growth
NEW YORK, March 25, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- NetworkNewsAudio – Amesite Inc.
(NASDAQ: AMST) announces the availability of a broadcast titled, “The Move to e-Learning
Is Heating Up.”

To hear the AudioPressRelease, please visit: The NetworkNewsAudio News Podcast

To view the full editorial, please visit: https://nnw.fm/aQlsU

There’s no doubt the e-learning market is booming, and Software-as-a-Service (SaaS)
platforms are marching in tandem. In the highly lucrative SaaS business model, software is
licensed on a subscription basis and is centrally hosted. Each new customer presents a
long-term recurring revenue opportunity, and most SaaS companies achieve eye-popping
gross margins in the 70%–80% range. In the last 10 years, SaaS adoption has surged, and
e-learning looks to be the next frontier. ... 

Riding a tsunami of SaaS and e-learning growth, AI software company Amesite Inc.
(NASDAQ: AMST) is a disruptive SaaS platform in a space that badly needs solutions.
Amesite utilizes machine learning algorithms that can identify and enhance the learning
patterns of people. This pattern recognition can personalize the content for each individual
and entire organizations. The failures of pandemic-forced online learning exposed the
difficulties and vast disparities between in-person and online-learning as well as the
desperate need for improvements. All the while, businesses continue to struggle to
effectively train workers and seek solutions that address their complex individual needs.
Amesite’s platform technology provides the solutions.

About Amesite Inc. 

Amesite is a high-tech artificial intelligence software company offering a cloud-based
platform and content creation services for business, university and K-12 learning and
upskilling. Amesite-offered courses and programs are branded to our customers. For more
information, visit www.Amesite.com. 

NOTE TO INVESTORS: The latest news and updates relating to AMST are available in the
company’s newsroom at https://nnw.fm/AMST.

About NetworkNewsWire

NetworkNewsWire (NNW) is an information service that provides (1) access to our news
aggregation and syndication servers, (2) NetworkNewsBreaks that summarize corporate
news and information, (3) enhanced press release services, (4) social media distribution and
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optimization services, and (5) a full array of corporate communication solutions. As a
multifaceted financial news and content distribution company with an extensive team of
contributing journalists and writers, NNW is uniquely positioned to best serve private and
public companies that desire to reach a wide audience of investors, consumers, journalists
and the general public. NNW has an ever-growing distribution network of more than 5,000
key syndication outlets across the country. By cutting through the overload of information in
today’s market, NNW brings its clients unparalleled visibility, recognition and brand
awareness. NNW is where news, content and information converge.

To receive SMS text alerts from NetworkNewsWire, text “STOCKS” to 77948 (U.S. Mobile
Phones Only).

For more information, please visit https://www.NetworkNewsWire.com.

Please see full terms of use and disclaimers on the NetworkNewsWire website, applicable to
all content provided by NNW wherever published or re-published: http://NNW.fm/Disclaimer

NetworkNewsWire (NNW)
New York, New York
www.NetworkNewsWire.com
212.418.1217 Office
Editor@NetworkNewsWire.com

NetworkNewsWire is part of the InvestorBrandNetwork
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